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PROJECT MANAGEMENT
INFINITY
MODE
Cloud Computing Concept
HOW CAN WE

TEAM
BILL FISCHER Mock client & Professor
BEN GEORGOFF Project Manager
WES KEELY Industrial Designer & Entrepreneur
VALERIE GONIWIECH Motion Graphics
MELISSA BOVERHOFF Interactive Designer
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IDEATION
PRODUCT DEV.
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GUI DESIGN
FEATURE MATRIX

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

My required Mac is

27%

UX STORIES
BRAINSTORMING

ź

“design modular digital products,
accessories and integrated systems
providing maximum utility for Kendall
College of Art and Design’s student body
in the year 2017?”

Sufficient
Excessive
Slow

“I usually end up leaving my laptop
at home because I have to carry
way too many other supplies”
- Printmaking Undergrad
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Lite users
Average users
Heavy users

ON-SITE CLOUD COMPUTING SERVERS
FIBER + TOP SPEC. WI-FI

STORAGE & STREAMING DEVICE
BLUE-TOOTH ACCESSORY ECOSYSTEM
MINI-DISPLAY PORT FOR TRADITIONAL IO

MULTI-MODAL OPERATING SYSTEM

ж

PRESENTATION
FEEDBACK

OUTCOME

Top Usage
Web browsing
Photoshop
3D rendering

STORYBOARDS
WEBSITE

Infinity Mode is a low-latency cloud
computing system for expanding
access to technology across a
campus environment.
A scalable network of on-site servers,
high-capacity wifi, & fiber optics
enable heavy computing delivered
over the network.
Low cost microprocessor devices
work in chorus with the servers to
render a universal operating system
on a range of displays and terminals.

SMART DESKS & DISPLAYS

My Responsibilities
Project Manager
Plan

Research

Facilitate

Create

Present

• Long term schedule
• Daily agenda
• Homework assigning

• Existing technology
• Spec. components
• Cost breakdown

• Brainstorm sessions
• User feedback tools
• Maintain credits

• Feature set matrix
• Business model
• Logo

• Weekly “client” meetings
• Website propagation
• Final script & presentation

KENDALL COLLEGE OF ART AND DESIGN
Digital Experience Design (pilot-class), Fall 2014
with Bill Fischer, Department Head
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VIDEO

COLLABORATIVE
DESIGN EXPLAINED
WATCH IT vimeo.com/164030806

ABSTRACT MESSAGING
THESIS PRESENTATION AID
WATCH IT vimeo.com/147664300

WEBSITE COVER
AND SHORT DEMO
WATCH IT youtu.be/ezuz35vylLY

Using animation and the basic elements of
design to explain some of the value a
Collaborative Designer brings to a shared
design process.

3D Animation Cinema 4D
Time Mapping Adobe After Effects
Audio Adobe Audition
Editing Adobe Premier Pro

A presentation aid for KCAD’s Digital
Media Thesis. Abstractly conveying
the opportunity for design in the space
between the rhythmic patterns of the
built environment and user’s sensory.

Stock Footage Archive.org
Effects Adobe After Effects
Audio Editing Adobe Audition
Generative Audio & Video VVVV

A breif demonstration of various code based
video filters and editing techniques.
Intending to highlight some of my aesthetic
and professional capabilities.

Video Generation VVVV
Editing Adobe Primer Pro, After Effects
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GRAPHIC DESIGN

ARTPRIZE

ARTCLUB

The centerpiece of my work as a summer Design Intern at ArtPrize, the “most attended
public art event on the planet.” Designed adhering to a set of brand guidelines, approval
from management and sponsor Edward-Jones. Thousands were printed and distributed.

BROCHURE

JOIN
THE
CLUB

LOVE ARTPRIZE?
“I WOULD SAY THAT ARTPRIZE IS ONE OF THE BEST
ART EXPERIENCES I HAVE EVER HAD. WHERE I WAS
HUMBLED. I LEARNED THINGS. I GOT OUT OF MYSELF.
I TALKED TO PEOPLE IN WAYS THAT JUST BLEW ME
AWAY... ARTPRIZE IS AN IDEA THAT DESERVES TO BE
SUPPORTED. AN ARTCLUB MEMBERSHIP IS A GREAT
WAY TO OFFER THAT SUPPORT.”

WHETHER YOU ARE A SOCIALITE,
ART AFICIONADO, OR LOCAL ENTHUSIAST,
THE ARTCLUB IS YOUR KEY TO ARTPRIZE
FUN AT ITS BEST.

— Jerry Saltz,
Senior Art Critic, New York Magazine
2012 Grand Prize Juror

As an ArtClub member you will be supporting
one of the nation’s largest art happenings,
ensuring that we are around for generations
to come. All the while, you can expect to enjoy
special perks like connecting with visiting
artists, lounging at the ArtPrize Clubhouse
and staying in the know about whats new
and interesting at ArtPrize. Plus, invites to our
monthly ArtPrize On Tap events will keep the
fun going long after voting ends.

The ArtClub program is Sponsored by

Designed by you and for you, ArtClub
represents the best of our community. You are
the ones who will take ArtPrize into the future
and enjoy the best it has to offer today.
If you love ArtPrize come on in and join the club.

ArtPrize.org/ArtClub

KCAD

STUDENT WORK
TYPOGRAPHY

Roger.
By Deborah
Burnstone

T

he universe of the French type and graphic
designer Roger Excoffon is inevitably
linked to his native country, which has
a typographic history rich in traditions and
unique practitioners – from Claude Garamond
to Pierre di Sciullo. Yet beyond this national
flavour, it also throws up unexpected facets and
excellent resources, which are ripe for future
exploration and study. A recent investigation
into Excoffon’s typographic oeuvre has led to
the discovery of some remarkable archives that
had been forgotten for more than 25 years.
Born on 7 September 1910 in Marseille to a
family of flour-mill owners and magistrates,
Excoffon moved to Paris around 1929, to study
law and philosophy. However, he spent most of
his time there studying drawing and painting
at a number of free academies, and absorbing
the visual vitality of the French capital, where
the posters of Jean Carlu, Charles Loupot and
Cassandre were to be found on practically every wall. His early professional steps during
the late 1930s are still unknown, but it is
thought that he designed a few posters.

Born
1910
Died
1983
Nationality
French
Foundry
Releases
7
Premiere
Client
Air France
Top Fonts
Mistral
Antique Olive
Calypso

After the Second World War and a brief stint
as an artilleryman and technical draughtsman in the army, Excoffon was invited by
Marcel Olive (1912-1990), his brother-in-law,
to take on the artistic direction of his family’s
type foundry in Marseille. After Olive had taken over the foundry in 1938, he had initiated
a policy of original type creation for the first
time in its history, launching Banville (1936-

The lettering on the door of Excoffon’s office in France.
eg magazine — 34

Roger.
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Roger.
43) and Vogue (1939). This endeavour had been
brutally interrupted by the war, although the
foundry had continued to operate as best it
could, and even managed to publish a general catalogue in 1943. Fearful that the imminent liberation might bring a further threat
to the factory, Olive had built a false wall to
conceal a large quantity of type stock as a
precaution against plundering by the Nazis.
With practically no experience in type design
– although he worked for two weeks during the
war on an inline version of Banville for Olive
– Excoffon ‘cut his teeth’ at the foundry’s Paris office on a project that had been started by
Marcel Olive in 1942, a contrast sans serif inspired by Cassandre’s Peignot. Chambord, the
first type family to be published after the war,
was to enjoy great success with French printers and marked the revival of the typographic

industry as well as the start of Olive’s unstoppable ascent. Charles Peignot, artistic director
of Deberny & Peignot Foundry, until then the
incontestable market leader in sales of metal
type, watched the arrival of this provincial outsider with displeasure: it was to be the start of
a long and fierce commercial rivalry.

Excoffon’s Ascendancy

the new face that Jacno was preparing to publish with Deberny & Peignot. Spurred by the
spirit of competition, Excoffon proposed his
own interpretation of the face: a playful and
dynamic alphabet of capitals. And so Banco
was born. Designed in two months and quickly
put on the market by Fonderie Olive, this ‘copy’
of Jacno’s face was to prove more popular with
printers than the original. It revitalised Olive’s
range of display typefaces and was taken up by
sign painters and manufacturers, which guaranteed the popularity of Excoffon’s typefaces;
their presence remains strong in the cities of
the entire world even today.

With Cassandre now immersed in design
for the theatre, Marcel Jacno (1904-89) could
claim to be the face of French typography at
the time. That situation was to change in 1951
when Excoffon saw in a magazine a sample of

But real recognition came in 1953 with the
publication of Mistral, a script typeface with
an unprecedented vitality and virtuosity. Mistral was a masterful solution to a problem as

Around the same time Excoffon oversaw the
development of Vendôme (1950), an audacious
interpretation of Garamond by the theatre
designer François Ganeau (1912-83).

old as typography itself: how to simulate the
flow of handwriting while respecting the limitations of the type block. Years later, Adrian
Frutiger, Excoffon’s friend and adversary (he
had been hired in 1952 by Deberny & Peignot),
would admit to him that he had examined the
typeface closely under a magnifying loupe and
wondered how on earth he had managed to pull
off such a tour de force. Marcel Olive’s intuition
had paid off; Excoffon had an undreamed of
ability to unite a pragmatic technique with an
‘artistic’ vision of typography.

and José Mendoza y Almeida (his chief assistant until 1959) started to develop a sans serif
typeface with improved legibility.

Excoffon’s was
known for his
brush-stroke
characters.

The hiring in 1956 of the graphic designer and intellectual Gérard Blanchard, who did
extensive research at the Bibliothèque Nationale into the history of type, graphology and
the work carried out on the legibility of small
typefaces by the doctor and opthamologist
Émile Javal, had a determining influence on
the physiognomy of the typeface.

Mistral became a huge success, giving its designer international standing. It would be followed in 1955 by Choc, an energetic script that
imitated brush strokes. His confidence bolstered, Excoffon became increasingly involved
in visual communication and co-founded the

Well before the completion of Catsilou (its
working name was the result of a chance encounter of some test letters that Excoffon and
Mendoza had put up on the wall), Blanchard
drafted the text and designed the artwork of a
specimen manifesto project.
L’Étude raisonnée du Catsilou: Étude pour
une théorie nouvelle de la construction d’un
caractère en fonction de la lecture [A Systematic Study of Catsilou. Study for a New Theory of the Construction of Letters in Relation
to Reading] is a substantial collection of notes
and sketches in which Excoffon expresses his
vision for a ‘new typography’: ‘Until now, we
were dealing with architectural genealogies of
letters. We saw letters in terms of sources and
not formal fact. The letter that we are looking

for is considered from the point of view, not of
the historian – who has been left behind – but of
the physicist. Forget everything that has been
done so far and think about what the alphabet
can be for us in 1956. I am searching in a way
for the archetype, the exact representation of
the unconscious alphabet in each of us. A synthesis of all the influencing factors, we said,
the ideal alphabet …’ [Translation: Jean-Marie Clarke.] For reasons that are not known,
this study – a rare attempt to ally theory and
typography in France in the twentieth century – was never published. The rise to power of
sans serif ‘neo-grotesques’ such as Folio (Bauer, 1956), Neue Haas Grotesk (Haas, 1957) or
Frutiger’s Univers (Deberny & Peignot, 1957)
led Marcel Olive and Excoffon to implement a
swift strategy capable of combating these new
typefaces. In November 1958 Fonderie Olive
released Nord, a typographic ‘sumo warrior’,
cleverly paving the way for its publication by
using it first in the Air France logo, in a subtle
adaptation rapidly designed by Mendoza.

Functional and organic –
Antique Olive

eg magazine — 37

Now that Roger Excoffon et la fonderie Olive
has been published, there is still much work
left to be done to rediscover the work of other
French type designers of the twentieth century: Eugène Grasset, George Auriol, Marcel Jacno, Albert Boton, Ladislas Mandel. So many
‘lost’ archives yet to unearth and explore.

It was not until 1960 that Excoffon unveiled
the project that had preoccupied him, on and
off, for five years. Catsilou became Antique Olive, a sans serif which was surprisingly read-

Excoffon was most
known for his work
with Air France.
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able in spite of some unusual forms: very short
ascenders and descenders, a large x-height and
above all an unexpected weighting given to the
horizontal parts of the letters. At once functional and organic, Antique Olive was the last
typeface in France created for casting as metal
foundry type for use in hand setting. However
it failed to revolutionise the world of typography and enjoyed only a limited success because
Olive’s customers were using the foundry’s
types for advertising, not for books and magazine texts. Excoffon’s final project – for the
German company H. Berthold AG during the
1970s – was Excoffon Book, an experiment
around the Elzevir style for phototypesetting
which unfortunately he was asked to abandon.
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SOLETICS

BRANDING

SMART APPAREL
Working with Soletics, a start-up
founded by GVSU students looking to
bring a solar-powered ski jacket and
heated gloves to the market. They
accumulated over $230,000 in venture
capital while using the logo and brand
materials I design in 2013.
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INFO-GRAPHIC

VECTOR

STRATEGY
GAYLE DEBRUYN Professor
DAVID ABBOTT Client, Goodwill of Greater Grand Rapids
CHUCK SAYLOR Consultant, Founder of IZZY+ furniture
JANIS PETRINI Consultant, Owner of Express Employment

Goodwill
RE•
Organizational strategy

STACY FOLKER Furniture Design
KAYLA ITA Industrial Design
LEAH CANNAERT Collaborative/ Graphic Design
KATHRINE MATISSE Collaborative/ Graphic Design
LESLIE YARHOUSE Collaborative/ Graphic Design
STEVEN BENDER Collaborative/ Industrial Design
LUC FEWER II Collaborative/ Industrial Design
BEN GEORGOFF Collaborative/ Digital Media

PROJECT GOAL
How can we use human centered
design process and business methods in
collaboration with Goodwill of Greater
Grand Rapids to develop a strategy for a
future furniture-only Goodwill storefront?

Artistic
intervention

&

Articulated
branding

Summary
1. Give resident artists a workshop at the donation processing hub.
2. Allow artists first dibs on all donated materials entering the hub.
3. Artists build “frankien-furniture” made from donated material.
4. Distinguish the valued added by artistic intervention, markup price.
5. Approach the consumer with pop-up shops and store-in-a-store.
6. Invest in quality lighting and attractive visual merchandising.

Hear

Process

•Lectures
•Interviews
•Tours
•Research

Create

•Brainstorm
•Business model canvas
•Regular client critique
•Strategic plan

Deliver

•Prototypes
•Feasibility study
•Validation - RE• Merry
@ UICA holiday market

Impact
KCAD + GOODWILL
ArtPrize RE• Show 2016

RE•BLUE
Retail store & brand 2015

Building off the RE• Strategy, the Kendall
College of Art and Design partnered with
Goodwill to host a show featuring high
art, using only materials from goodwill’s
donation stream.

Located near wealth and young adults the
RE• Blue store is Goodwill of Greater Grand
Rapids’ latest attempt at a boutique style
retail store, targeted at young adults.

~50,000 people attended the show over a
3 week period in addition to making the
juried shortlist for outstanding venue.

Featuring many of the design
recommendations made by our team.
As well as higher priced, artist-made
RE• Creations.

A pop-up shop with RE• items and
up-scaled goodwill merchandise was run
adjacent to the gallery on the weekends.

If the store preforms well, the brand and
core RE• concept will be presented at the
national goodwill conference in 2018.

KENDALL COLLEGE OF ART AND DESIGN
Organizational Structures (pilot class), Fall 2014
with Gayle DeBruyn and guest consultants
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ART

FEATURED ON NETFLIX’S 2017 SERIES

“DEAR WHITE PEOPLE”

INVISIBLE GOLIATH
Finalist in the college-wide
KCAD Beyond Mythology
Merit Symposium

FRACTALSCAPE
Collaboration with
Paige Alexandra Precour,
sci - fi illustrator
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INTERACTIVE
iD
TECH CAMPS
Blended learning tool &
rapidly built prototype site

OVERVIEW

CHECK IT OUT

As an instructor for iD Tech Camps, I was bombarded with repeat
questions from children. Combining previous experience and
research on Autism and ADHD, I developed a tool / website to
enhance the learning environment. It includes an agenda spanning
the week, side challenges, goals, tips, and incentives. Additionally,
it was used to point out various design techniques for Muse.

ben.moda/BlendedLearningTool
Built with Adobe Muse

‹ Parallax pictures

›

‹ SVG header

›

Page templates

›

‹ Layered parallax

›

Anchor links

›

Expectation setting ›

‹ Incentive

Constructive play

›

Expectation setting ›

‹ Goal setting

‹ Themed palette

›

‹ Quality assurance

›

Learning objectives

›

Individualization

›

Link to challenge

›

Expectation setting ›

‹ Class, CEO, and me

ID TECH CAMPS’ SPRING BREAK “BETA” CAMP
Photography and Web Design With Muse, Spring 2015
Santa Clara, California
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UX - SERVICE DESIGN

DisArt
Non-profit Art Organization

BREIF

advocating for artists with disabilities.

Stake-holder
Map

“Apply service design and UX process
to help DisArt prepare for it’s 2017
Symposium and Festival.”

Stake-holder
Interviews
DISART

Personification

Vendor
Stakeholder
Interview

DISART
Persona

Rick Hatkowski
Senior Account Executive
“ I am very interested in
helping DisArt promote
their upcoming events ”

Frank
INTERESTS

48

West Michigan Sales Person
(DisArt Vendor)

BACKGROUND
- Grew up in Grand Rapids, MI

DisArt’s Cause

- Lives in Ada, MI

Darrin Schramm

- Connected to community

DisArt’s Strategic Position

- Blended personal and professional network
- Holds a Business Degree

Attending DisArt Events

Director Business Development

- Works as a sales person for a small business

GOALS

TECH ADOPTION

“ We consider helping DisArt as
a way to serve our community,
service and community are
really important here ”

*
Late adopter

- Serve his greater community

Uses email most frequently

- Was connected to DisArt leadership by a mutual friend

Could get by with just an iPad

- Filled an order for a previous DisArt event

QUINTESSENTIAL
CONTRIBUTION

- Doesn’t know what happens at a DisArt event

DISART RELATIONS
- Sells to DisArt at a discount

Discounted goods/services
for DisArt operations

- DisArt has a strong opportunity to expand its reach via billboard
campaigns, they’re effective in West Michigan

- Raise his company’s status in the disability community

DISART AWARENESS

Uses LinkedIn most frequently

FINDINGS

- Sells products for his company

- DisArt intends to use Franks services again
- DisArt spends money here

- People appreciate the efforts of DisArt but may not choose to
participate at the event level
- DisArt could increase revenue through the sale of branded clothing

“ It’s always a pleasure

doing business with DisArt “

8
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Customer
Journey
DISART

DISART

STUDENT
Student

LOCAL ARTISTS

EXPERIENCE
LIFE-CYCLE

INTERACTION TYPES
Verbal

file3

Printed

globe Web
enve Email

mobile2 Mobile
trans Transportation
buildi Physical

CALL FROM
DISART
ADVOCATE

buildi
MEET WITH
CURATOR

buildi
PREVIEW THE
INSTALLATION
SPACE

INVITE TO
DISART MEETING

comments
SELECT WORK
FOR DISPLAY

globe
VISIT
DISART'S
WEB PAGE

enve
PURCHASER
OF ART

buildi

mobile2

DISART IN
HOME MEETING

VIDEO SHOT FOR
DISART SHORTS

buildi
MEET WITH
DISART TEAM

trans
MEET TO
COLLECT
ARTWORK

comments
REACH SHARED
UNDERSTANDING
ABOUT EVENT

file3
ARTISTS
STATEMENT
SUBMITTED

mobile2

trans

buildi

globe

enve

Printed

Mobile

Transportation

Physical

Web

Email

STUDENT EVENT DATABASE
ADS AT LOCAL HANGOUTS
SOCIAL MEDIA
WORD OF MOUTH
SCHOOL BULLETIN

PRE-SERVICE

comments

file3

AW A R E N E S S
•
•
•
•
•

mobile2

INTERACTION TYPES
comments
Verbal

comments
ARRANGE
LOGISTICS

comments
STATEMENT
PRINTED AND
REVIEWED

comments
COMMITTEE
MEMBER
PARTICIPATION

mobile2
INSURANCE
PHOTOGRAPHS

C O N S I D E R AT I O N
•
•
•

DISART WEBSITE
MEDIA SPOT
FRIENDS ATTENDING

E V A LU AT I O N
•
•
•

ASPECTS OF EVENT GEARED TOWARD STUDENTS
SAMPLE EXPERIENCES PRIOR TO EVENT
TEXT ALERT

ENGAGEMENT
•
•
•
•
•

USER GROUP

comments

Event
Service
Blueprint

DISART

ATTENDEE JOURNEY

Service Blueprint

PHASE

DISART
DISART

Service
Blueprint
TOUCH POINTS

Customer
Life-cycle

ANTICIPATION

PRE-SERVICE
Awareness
1 MONTH PRIOR

file3

AWESOME POSTER SPOTTED
"OUT ON THE TOWN"

mobile2

USER INSPIRED TO LOOK UP
DISART ON GOOGLE

globe

USER VISITS
DISART'S WEBSITE

LOTS OF SIGNAGE
CLEAR SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
ACCESSIBLE EVENT TIMES AND LOCATIONS
MOBILE FRIENDLY SITE
EASY TRANSPORT TO 250 MONROE

EXPERIENCE

conta

globe

comments

flag

tree

star

glass

comments

file-

roc

comments

user2

Email
Promo

Web
Presence

Social
Media

Activate
Signs

Experience
Routing

Core
Event

Insider
Party

Social
Media

PR
Blasts

Artifact
Takeaway

Word of
mouth

Team
DisArt

Reads positive DisArt article

Consideration
2 WEEKS PRIOR

Evaluation

mobile2

buildi

POP-UP
PRE EVENT

globe

PR ARTICLE ON
MEDIUM.COM

file3

BANNER OVER
DIVISION

comments

LOCAL NPR
COVERAGE

file3

PAMPHLETS PLACED
AT LOCAL BUSINESSES

Tagged in pictures of event

Intrigue approaching venue

Sees DisArt in Email from ArtPrize

Attendee

1 WEEK PRIOR

SOCIAL MEDIA
PROMOTION

RESONANCE

filePR
Blasts

Has a delightful time

Evaluates event details

Confirms friends are attending
Evaluates of participation gains

Read great recap in publication

Chooses level of engagement

Street level brand exposure
Brand promotion opportunity

Invited to connect

Artist

Has positive DisArt taking points

Felt like an insider, possible advocate conversion

Evaluates event details
Shares DisArt prepared posts

Rewarded

Installs signs and other materials

Has positive DisArt taking points

Quick orients user to experience modes

Volunteers

Post pictures of event

Shares DisArt prepared posts

Rewarded
Arranges a plan to reach DA market

EXPERIENCE
IN-SERVICE

mobile2
ARTISTS
INFORMS
PRESS

globe
PHOTOS FOR
ARTIST'S
WEBSITE

comments
INTERVIEW WITH
CURATOR

enve
SCHEDULE OF
EVENTS

trans
WALK

buildi
COMMUNITY
LUNCHEON
AT HUB

buildi
UICA ARTISTS
RECEPTION

buildi
ART DOWNTOWN
HUB OPENING

trans
WALK

buildi
ART DOWNTOWN
PERUSING

buildi

comments

forbidd

GRAM KICK OFF

GRAM DADA
FEST INTERVIEW

MISSED OPENING
OF 250 TO BE
AT GRAM

comments

comments

buildi

ARTISTS TALK
AT HUB

PREARRANGED
TALK WITH
COLLEGE CLASS

•
•
•
•
•

AFTER PARTY
BREW AND GALLERY TOUR OF STUDENTS
STAGGER EVENT AUDIENCE
COOL PARTY ATMOSPHERE
SNACKS

ADVOCACY
•
•

TAKE-AWAY ARTIFACT
OUTSTANDING EXPERIENCE

VISITS DISART
WITH CLASS

Engagement
1 DAY PRIOR

trans
enve
file3

UBER PARTNERSHIP

EVENTBRITE TICKED EVENT
REMINDER AND PROMOTION

GEO-FENCE, IBEACONS AND
EDDYSTONES ACTIVATED

comments

IN SERVICE

POST SERVICE

Experience

Advocacy

WEEKEND EVENT

file3
comments
buildi

enve

IMMERSIVE DISABILITY
EMPATHY EXPERIENCE

comments

buildi

FOOD TRUCKS /
BEER TENT

comments

TALENT ACCESSIBLY
ENGAGES WITH THE PUBLIC

Vendors

mobile2

Cross promotion
Rewarded

Street level brand exposure

AFTER EVENT

SCAVENGER HUNT
TAILORED EXPERIENCE

MIX OF ACTIVITIES
TALKS, VIDEOS, BOOTHS ETC

Street level brand exposure

Cross promotion

Mention and specially promote DisArt to email lists

Partners

EMAIL LIST SIGN UP AND
FOLLOW UPS

Rewarded
Brand exposure
Creates a star with PR strategy

REGULAR COMMUNITY
MINI EVENTS

DisArt
Team

Convince non-attendees of great exp.

Permits and design

Rebuild Home page to hype next event
Post pictures of event

Prepare package-able copy
Prepare a fury of content for sharing

SOCIAL MEDIA
PUBLICITY
file-

conta

globe

comments

flag

tree

star

glass

comments

file-

roc

comments

user2

PR
Blasts

Email
Promo

Web
Presence

Social
Media

Activate
Signs

Experience
Routing

Core
Event

Insider
Party

Social
Media

PR
Blasts

Artifact
Takeaway

Word of
mouth

Team
DisArt

SOLD ARTWORK

12
POST SERVICE

mobile2
DISCUS FATE
OF ART WITH
CURATOR

trans
CURATOR
DELIVERS ART
TO ARTISTS

trans
ARTISTS
DELIVERS ART
TO NEW OWNER

comments

file3

FOLLOW UP
COMMITTEE
MEETING

ARTICLE
PUBLISHED

buildi
MEETING
AT CALVIN

comments
CONTINUED
RELATIONSHIP
WITH DISART

15

11

14

KENDALL COLLEGE OF ART AND DESIGN
Service Design, Spring 2016
with Laurel Stanley, UX Designer at Herman Miller
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3D
C4D

REAL-SPACE
REPLICA

›

C4D

‹ MO-GRAPH

DYNAMO

‹

GENERATIVE
SKELETON

C4D

›

‹

FRACTURED
TEXT

C4D

WINNING
BRIDGE

VVVV

KINECT

PROJECTION MESH FROM
MAPPING
CLOUD SCAN

›

›
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